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Sequel P
This 55metre from Proteksan proves that
yacht ownership is a matter of teamwork
Frances & Michael Howorth
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equel P, the new 55 metre from
Proteksan, was rafted with Va
Bene off Green Island in the
sunshine of Antigua. Inevitably,
the toys came out. It’s unusual to
see two yachts working together in
this way; the eye-catching demonstration to gathered
brokers was to show what an impressive platform for
parties of up to 24 guests the yachts can provide
when chartered together.
But Sequel P is a thoroughly interesting yacht in her
own right, and her conception and construction are a
good example of the combined forces that go into the
perfectly executed modern superyacht. In fact, the link
between Sequel P and Va Bene goes back further than
this Caribbean collaboration – Va Bene once belonged
to Sequel P’s owners. When they were looking to build
a new yacht, they asked their long-time captain Nick
Line to assist them with the search for a shipyard.
Nick had been Va Bene’s master before she was sold to
the rock musician Eric Clapton. He had operated her on
an intensive charter schedule and it was he who was
responsible for keeping her in impeccable order for
the owners, their guests and for charter parties.
He quickly drew up a shortlist of possible build-slots,
among which was the Proteskan-Turquoise shipyard in
Tuzla, near Istanbul. The yard had in recent years
launched several highly regarded yachts, ranging from
the 53-metre Pegaso 3 (ex Petara) and the 54-metre
Talisman C to the new 58-metre Petara.
As is so often the case, personal recommendation
between experienced superyacht owners played a role
in the final choice. Pegaso 3 had been built by the
previous owner of Va Bene, after he had sold her to the
now-owners of Sequel P, who had then commissioned
an extensive refit of the yacht at the same yard. With
this experience and an understanding of the success
of Pegaso 3, it’s little surprise the owners chose
Proteksan as their next build yard.
With the decision made to commission a yacht based
on the builder’s successful 54-metre platform, a project
team was formed to bring together the necessary
technical, engineering, build management, contract
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Sequel P proves the value
of teamwork when
commissioning a new build

Above: Huge sunpads at
the aft end of the sundeck
provide the perfect place to
soak up the rays when the
weather is fine.
Facing page, left: The
semi-circular seating area
is an ideal location for
monitoring the progress
of the yacht – or
for watching friends
frolicking in the spa pool.
Facing page, right: You can
replace the sunpads with a
table for a comfortable ten.
Left: Matching circular
tables, nestled against the
rail to port and starboard
aft, are a great spot for
lunch.
Right: The pool is well
protected by outwardfacing glass panels that
act as a windbreak while
maintaining the view.
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Pleasing exterior lines
and an elegant Art
Deco-inspired interior

Above: The huge sky lounge
comes complete with a
stylish bar and an adjacent
pantry for crew service.
Left: You can have dinner
outside but you’re well
protected from the
elements.
Right: The enormous
curved sofa ensures all the
guests staying on the yacht
can watch a movie at the
same time.
Top right: The extensively
equipped gym is forward of
the sky lounge. It boasts
large picture windows and a
great sound system.
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and design expertise. Nick Line had worked well with
the Burgess yacht management department in the past
and recommended that Adam Papadakis, Alastair
Bingham and Neville Harrison from Burgess provide
support for build management and technical
supervision, while he himself represented the owners.
He did so throughout the process, ensuring that the
owner’s intentions and vision remained central to the
yacht as she evolved. Keeping the programme on track
with impressive efficiency was the shipyard’s own build
manager Özlem Yurdakul.
Nick’s next recommendation was that Jonny
Horsfield of the London-based studio H2 Yacht Design
should look after the exterior styling and interior design.
It was the team at H2 that had been responsible for
Talisman C, a 54-metre Proteksan launched in 2006.
She is, in fact, a sibling of the new yacht so her
underlying hull and engineering package had already
been well proven in practice. Buying yachts based on
proven platforms like this offers some major
advantages – it slices months off the development
and build process, while at the same time allowing
scope for the owners to customise many aspects of the
yacht. Indeed, significant modifications were carried
out to the designs of Sequel P to meet the owner’s
very specific brief.
Nick Line is confident that having an experienced
build captain on site from the very first moment the
shipyard becomes involved is key to a successful build
process. He says: “It was my job to make sure all parties
understood the owner’s vision precisely. I knew what
those requirements were and I had to ensure that
everyone else on the team understood how important it
was to push this vision forward throughout the project
to give the owner exactly what he wanted.”   
With a clear strategy, the focus on technical quality
from Burgess, the clean and stylish H2 design, and the
dedication from Proteskan-Turquoise, it’s little wonder
the yacht was finished fully to the owner’s expectations
and on time.
Jonny Horsfield’s design demonstrates pleasing
exterior lines and an elegant Art Deco-inspired interior.
Horsfield says: “The owners were extremely clear and
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“Their taste was for a
relaxing design that was to
be timeless and functional”

precise in their requirements, being such experienced
yacht owners. Their taste was for a relaxing, relatively
conservative design that was to be timeless, functional
and hard wearing enough for a busy chartering season.”
On the lower deck the design team introduced
rippled sycamore with a walnut accent, producing a
feeling of light in keeping with the Art Deco styling cues
throughout. On the main deck makore wood has been
used to great effect. The straight-grained veneer with
its intensely warm colour contrasts so well with the
contemporary furniture and fabrics. Large modern
artworks, chosen by the owner, also acts as a calming
focal point. Strong lighting was installed throughout the
interior, and wherever possible the design utilises
marble supplied from Turkey.
Besides the superb master suite and adjacent VIP
cabin (which converts to a study, massage room or
children’s room) all four luxurious cabins are equally
well appointed to appeal to a wide variety of charter
guests. The full-height windows in the open-plan main
saloon and formal dining area, the master suite, the VIP
cabin and the sky lounge make for fantastic views
throughout Sequel P.
Below decks she has twin 1,140kW Caterpillar 3512B
main engines driving two Schaffran fixed-pitch
propellers that ensure the yacht easily achieves a top
speed of 16 knots. The hull’s proven seakeeping
qualities allow her to maintain a comfortable cruising
speed of 14 knots. Twin Caterpillar C9 generators are
located in a separate soundproofed space within the
engineroom, making it more comfortable for the crew in
harbour. The engine control room has windows as well
as stairs that lead up to the main deck.
Other technical equipment, such as watermakers
and heaters, are located in a pump room below the
lower deck, which is accessed from the crew mess,
from where the crew can also get to the watertight
stabiliser compartments. The crew quarters are
accessed through a dedicated entrance, which also
leads to the galley and the bridge. Their mess has
access to the forward guest cabins for servicing and
leads to the laundry, which can be closed off when not
in use. The crew cabins are compact but comfortable.
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Top: The full-beam master
suite has outstanding
views to port and starboard
through its full-height
windows and incorporates
a walk-in closet area.
Top left: Artwork on display
in the main saloon.
Left: The leather padding
makes this main saloon
bar a great place to
prop oneself.
Top right: The sumptuous
his’n’hers bathrooms in the
master suite are finished in
Turkish marble.
Above right: The compact
owner’s office to starboard
on the main deck.
Right: If the weather is
poor, the main dining room
– an integral part of the
main saloon – is a
comfortable place to eat.
The large sycamore table
can seat 12.
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Above right: The VIP suite
on the main deck has a
foldaway bed, which allows
the space to be converted
into a private office,
massage room or children’s
games area.
Top left: Once the bed is
folded away in the VIP suite,
no one would guess this
area is also a bedroom.
Above: A magnificent basin
carved out of a single piece
of stone.
Bottom left: Four guest
staterooms on the lower
deck, with two doubles and
two twin cabins.
Right: The two matching
twin-bedded cabins have
foldaway pullman beds.
Far right: Sequel P’s
portfolio of tenders and
toys includes a 10-metre
Intrepid 350 Open with two
Yamaha 350hp outboards.
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She is already proving
popular amongst
discerning charterers

Neville Harrison, the project manager with the
Burgess new construction department, joined the
Sequel P team as the bare steel hull was still being
welded together and the main deck superstructure was
tacked into position. The transition from the shell to the
finished Sequel P delivered on time last July was a
testimony to the efforts of the entire project team. “A lot
of time was spent working with the yard to get the
technical standards of the yacht just as we wanted,
from the steel and aluminium all the way through to the
electrical cabling, piping systems and even the
standards of cleanliness on board,” Harrison says.
“Proteskan-Turquoise Yachts recognised that our
technical input, and that of Nick on the owner’s team,
was only going to make the project better. I am pleased
to say that Özlem and her team at the yard really
pushed hard to meet our expectations.”
Will Dallimore from the Burgess yacht management
team was brought in towards the end of the project to
ensure the smooth transition from construction to
operation, so that Sequel P was ready for the owners to
enjoy at the beginning of the summer.
Nick Line’s chosen team of H2, Burgess and
Proteskan-Turquoise clearly worked well. They
maintained a tireless pace to bring the project in, not
only on brief and on time, but also on budget. Together,
they have produced a superb charter yacht, complete
with fully equipped gym, state-of-the-art entertainment
systems and a well-stocked garage housing high-speed
tenders, Laser sailing dinghies, glass-bottomed kayaks
and a wide range of other water toys. Sequel P is clearly
going to be keeping a lot of guests happy this summer.
This brand-new yacht, operated by her first-class
crew, is undoubtedly a splendid follow up to Va Bene,
the yacht she replaced for these owners – she is
already proving popular amongst discerning charterers.
Many of her experienced crew served together on the
owner’s previous yacht, which also attracted a
dedicated charter following. It’s no surprise that
Sequel P is doing likewise. SyW
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The specs Sequel P
Length 54.70m (179ft 6in)
Beam 9.30m (30ft 6in)
Draught 3.10m (10ft 2in)
Berths Guests: 12. Crew: 13
Hull/superstructure Steel/aluminium
Gross tonnage 710
Engines Twin 1,119kW (1,500hp) Caterpillar 3512B
Fuel capacity 82,000 litres
Water capacity 20,000 litres
Naval architect Dubois Naval Architects
Exterior/Interior designer H2 Yacht Design, London

Sundeck: A spa pool,
sunbeds, wet-bar, barbecue
and dining areas.

PERFORMANCE NOTES
Cruising speed 14 knots
Top speed 16 knots
Range @ 12 knots 4,500 nautical miles
Equipment
Stabilisers Quantum Zero Speed QC 1800

Watermakers Twin Idromar MC10s
Navigation electronics Furuno
Builder
Proteskan-Turquoise, Tuzla, Turkey
Website: www.proteksan-turquoise.com
charter
Charter Burgess Yachts.
Website: www.burgessyachts.com
Charter rates Mediterranean: $350,000pw (2010)

sundeck: The Narwhal
SOLAS SV48 emergency
boat sits in its own well.

upper deck: Two tables
convert to a single large
dining area.

CapTain’s cabin: Double
cabin and separate crew
office abaft the bridge.

main deck: A games table
adjacent to the bar in the
light and spacious saloon.

Main deck: Galley and
pantry provide easy service
to the formal dining room.

garage: Two PWCs and
a tender up to 6.5 metres
stored here.
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Owner’s project manager Captain Nick Line
Construction management Burgess
Classification ABS

crew quarters: A well
-equipped laundry to port is
opposite the crew mess.

sundeck roof: Sequel P’s
IMO identification number can
be clearly seen from the air
for safety.

SUNDECK: The wet-bar on the
sundeck, shaded from the
elements by the overhang, is
a great place to sit.

liferafts: Stored in custom
racks, easily deployed in an
emergency and kept clear
of the recreation areas.

sundeck stairs: Outside
stairs on the port side connect
the main deck to the upper
deck and sundeck.

Hull colour: The dark
blue high-gloss hull and
white superstructure are a
classic combination.

red ensign: Compliant to
the MCA LY2 code, Sequel P
flies the red ensign of the
Cayman Islands.

aft deck: The main deck
aft has been kept simple
with two coffee tables and a
built-in bench seat.

aft stairs: Two matching
wide staircases lead down
from the main deck to the
swim platform.

